Abstract-This paper presents a new approach for determining the effectiveness of preventive generation rescheduling and shunt/series compensation in improving transient stability using trajectory sensitivity (TS) method. It is shown that the effectiveness of changes in parameter values can be judged by evaluating the TS of certain variables with respect to clearing time. Therefore, the need to evaluate a host of sensitivities with respect to many parameters is obviated. This heuristic is motivated by the fact that for simple models and small changes, controllability of trajectories using certain parameters can be inferred from observability in certain output signals. An example of such a parameter and signal pair is shunt susceptance at a bus and the square of voltage at that bus, respectively. Case studies are carried out on a 10-machine 39-bus system with detailed models and 17-machine system to validate this method.
I
N a stability-constrained power system scenario, there has been a continuous effort to develop new techniques and tools to get better insight into the system behavior for large disturbances. With the development of flexible ac transmission systems (FACTS) technology to improve the dynamic behavior of the system [1] , the search for an accurate and reliable analyzing tool has gained importance. While time-domain simulation can be used to check for instability, it does not provide a quantitative measure of the degree of stability.
One of the tools which received attention for the past few decades is the Energy Function method [2] - [4] . This approach provides a quantitative measure of the degree of system stability based on energy margin , where represents the critical energy associated with the post-fault system and is the energy at the instant of fault clearing. The concept of sensitivity of energy margin (EM) to different system parameters such as total loading [5] , interface flows [6] offer a new analyzing tool for Dynamic Security Assessment. Similarly, sensitivity analysis of EM with respect to generation shifts, network changes and load changes, proposed in [7] form a basis for making necessary changes in the post fault system to improve the transient behavior of a system. Sensitivity of structure preserving energy margin to line reactance and shunt susceptance has been used in [8] to determine the effectiveness of series and shunt compensation at different locations in a power system.
The EM approach requires the computation of controlling unstable equilibrium point (uep) which is not a trivial task and theoretical foundations are provided only for simple models. However, in potential energy boundary surface (PEBS) method [9] , the computation of uep is avoided and has been used for detailed model of power systems [10] . It is reported in the literature, [11] , 0885-8950/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE [12] that it is difficult to reliably compute EM accurately for all contingencies.
Another tool which has been proposed in recent years is trajectory sensitivity (TS) analysis [13] . TS analysis is based on linearizing a system around a nominal trajectory and requires time domain simulation of the system. The motivating factor in the use of trajectory sensitivities is that the trajectory sensitivities of system variables with respect to system parameters change rapidly than the underlying system trajectories and reach very high peaks as the system trajectory comes closer to stability boundary [14] . Moreover, the sensitivity of system variables to different parameters can be used to judge their effectiveness in improving stability. In contrast to energy function method, TS analysis does not require uep computations and is independent of model complexities.
In [13] , TS of machine rotor angles to their mechanical input power is employed to show critical machines which are likely to go unstable for a given loading conditions and a specified contingency. Similarly, in [15] , TS of rotor angle to line impedance is used to analyze the disturbance occurred on Nordel power system. Further, TS is used in [16] to predict critical values of parameters (such as critical clearing time, critical loading of generators). An attempt has been made in [17] to use TS to provide preventive generation rescheduling scheme. In [18] a method has been proposed for classical model of power system to identify critical machines and the mode of instability (MOI). In this method, TS of rotor angles with respect to their mechanical inputs are observed at a point where the underlying trajectory crosses the principle singular surface [19] .
It should be noted that from computational point of view, TS requires the integration of a set of differential equations. If Simultaneous Implicit method is used to simulate the original system, then TS computation is relatively easy [20] . However, if TS with respect to many parameters are required, then the computational burden can be significant. Also, discontinuities necessitate the calculation of jump conditions [20] . Numerical evaluation of TS is relatively convenient, but requires repeated runs of simulation if TS with respect to many parameters are desired.
It is recognized that one can evaluate a host of TS of variables such as rotor angle, line current, bus voltage, phase angle across the line, power flow through a line, etc. with respect to parameters such as fault clearing time, mechanical input, line reactance, etc. Thus, one can have a large number of "observables" to choose from. This choice is often ad-hoc and requires appropriate interpretation. Thus, there is a need for further research in order to make TS a practically useful tool.
Improvement in transient stability can be viewed as a problem of controlling the trajectories by change in parameters. In this paper, it is shown that the effectiveness of various parameters can be inferred without direct computation by observing the TS of certain variables with respect to clearing time. This method is motivated by the fact that controllability of trajectory deviation (TD) from the nominal using certain parameters can be inferred from observability of TD in certain variables (this can be proved for simple models). This obviates the repeated evaluation of TS with respect to different parameters since only one TS simulation with respect to clearing time is evaluated. For example, for evaluating the effectiveness of shunt susceptance compensation it is adequate to view the TS of the square of voltage at that bus with respect to clearing time. Similar parameter-variable pairs are identified in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, using simple models it is shown for classical model that by observing the trajectory deviation of certain variables it is possible to judge the controllability of the trajectory deviation from the nominal using corresponding parameters. Motivated by this result, a heuristic for determining the effectiveness of preventive and emergency control action is presented . The case studies are carried out on the 10-machine New England system [21] with detailed models and also on IEEE 17-generator power system [22] with classical model, to validate the method.
II. CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY OF TRAJECTORY DEVIATIONS
Consider a power system whose nominal postfault trajectory is described by the following differential algebraic equations:
The initial condition of the states at is obtained by simulating the fault-on system.
Note that represents state variables, represents algebraic variables, and represents control parameters. Consider the following two cases: CASE 1: Trajectory Deviation for a small change in the initial condition Let the trajectory (for ) for a slightly different initial condition at be described by
The deviation in the trajectory is given by
For sufficiently small deviations, satisfies
where and is obtained by linearizing (1) and (2) around the nominal trajectory; , , , and are the partial derivatives of and with respect to and , respectively.
The deviation of the trajectory of certain signals (like branch currents or bus voltage magnitudes) can be written as follows: (4) where is the output matrix. The (3) and (4) together constitute a state space equations for a linear time-varying system.
The observability of the states (i.e., the ability to infer the initial state by the observation of the output in the interval ) can be checked by the nonsingularity of the following Observability Gramian matrix [23] : (5) where is the state transition matrix of . CASE 2: Trajectory deviation for a small change in the control parameters
Let the trajectory (for ) for a small change in control parameter be described by Now the deviation in the trajectory is given by For sufficiently small deviations, satisfies (6) where and ; and are the partial derivatives of and with respect to .
The controllability of the states (i.e., the ability of an input parameter to transform a state to in a given time ) can be checked by the nonsingularity of the following Controllability Gramian matrix [23] :
Important Results
For a lossless classical model of power system with constant real power loads, where the states are the normalized (i.e., scaled by the ) rotor angle and speeds, it is shown in the Appendix that (8) where and and are the input and output matrices, respectively, for a specific choice of and (see Table I ). is an identity matrix of size and is the number of generators. Also (9) where is the state transition matrix of ; is the state matrix when the normalized state variables are used.
Using the results (8) and (9) in the Controllability Gramian matrix, , -see (32), for the normalized system, we get (10) where is the Observability Gramian matrix for the normalized system.
Note that is an orthogonal matrix. Since and are related by a similarity transformation, the rank properties of and are identical. For example, controllability of the TD using mechanical input change can be inferred from observability of the TD in rotor angle of the machines. Similar sets of "parameter" and "signals" are ( , ) and ( , ). If and denote the normalized state variables for CASE 1 and CASE 2, respectively, the expression for can be written as [23] 
Then (12) Now using the results (9) and (8) in (12) we can show that
Although one cannot solve for using the above expression, in the direction of can be obtained by observing . Note that is the trajectory deviation for a small change in the initial condition. From the point of view of improving stability, a relevant and convenient change in initial condition is the one which can be brought about by a small change in clearing time.
NOTE:
The above results are not valid for detailed power system models and are difficult to utilize directly. However, the results suggest the possibility of inferring the effect of parameter change by observing the TD of certain signals. Motivated by this, the following heuristic method to reduce TS computations is proposed for use with detailed power system models.
To evaluate the effect of a parameter change on the stability of a system, obtain the TD of the "corresponding" signal with respect to clearing time for a given fault. The "parameter" and "signal" pairs are given in Table I . The need for obtaining TD with respect to a host of parameters is thus obviated. For example, evaluation of a host of TD of rotor angles with respect to mechanical inputs can be avoided by determining the TD rotor angles with respect to clearing time.
The steps in the analysis are as follows: 1) Compute the TS of signals with respect to clearing time numerically [15] . Use of TS and TD is equivalent since TS is obtained by scaling of TD by the change in clearing time. Note that the computation of TS requires only two simulation runs of the original system. 2) Select candidate generators for generation shifts by choosing pairs having relatively high value of , where represents the rotor angle sensitivity of machine with respect to clearing time.
3) Using TS of , the critical transmission lines where series reactance compensation will be effective in improving the transient performance of a system, are identified. 4) Candidate buses for effective shunt susceptance compensation are determined by employing TS of . The method does not require the exact value of critical clearing time (i.e., TS can be obtained at a clearing time which may be different than the critical value).
For series/shunt reactive compensation devices, and are zero. Devices with and control can also be used for transient stability improvement (e.g., series and shunt dynamic brakes). Note that one can find other signal and parameter pairs which satisfy (8) .
In the following sections, the applicability of the method is demonstrated for 10 and IEEE 17 generator systems.
III. CASE STUDIES

A. Ten-Machine 39-Bus New England System
The single line diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . Generators are modeled using the two-axis model with AVR and PSS. Real component of loads are modeled as constant power type and reactive components as constant impedance type. The transmission line/transformer resistances are also considered. The system data are taken from [21] .
To demonstrate the method, a three-phase fault at bus 34 is considered followed by tripping of line (34-35) to clear the fault. For this fault, the critical clearing time is 0.223 s. Machine 3 separates from the rest when the system is critically unstable. Trajectory sensitivities with respect to are obtained at a clearing time of 0.12 s.
Selection of Generators for Generation Rescheduling:
To determine candidate generators for generation rescheduling, the differences are computed for some pairs of machines. Of these, Fig. 2 shows the magnitude of the difference in rotor angle sensitivity for pairs (1 to 2), (3 to 2), (10 to 2), (3 to 9), and (6 to 8) as a representative pairs. It is evident from the figure that the pairs (3 to 2) and (3 to 9) exhibit relatively high value of the differences and, hence, can be good candidates for generation shifts. To validate this, a load of 0.5 p.u. is shifted from machine to and the rotor angle of a dominant machine is plotted for each of the cases for a given fault clearing time. Fig. 3 shows the rotor angle of machine 3 for these cases. It is clear that the shift of generation from (3 to 2) and (3 to 9) is effective in improving the transient stability. It is observed that the generation shift from (10 to 2), (6 to 8) is practically ineffective. This is consistent with the inference based on Fig. 2 . This is also verified by determining the improvement in critical clearing time, in each of the above cases. The results are given in Table II .
Selection of Location for Shunt Susceptance Compensation:
Here, the magnitude of the TS of with respect to is observed and are as shown in Fig. 4 for the top ranked buses.
It can be seen from the figure that buses 3, 20, 33, 31, and 32 exhibit almost equal peak amplitudes. These buses can be the candidate buses for effective shunt compensation. This inference is checked by obtaining the rotor angle of machine 3 for a shunt capacitive susceptance compensation of 2 p.u., at these buses (see Fig. 5 ). The reduction in the swing amplitude is evident in the figure. In each of these cases, the improvement in the critical clearing time is also determined and the results are tabulated in Table III .
Selection of Location for Series Reactance Compensation:
For this purpose, the trajectory sensitivity of is obtained rather than TS of , since a change in line reactance (i.e., compensation of series reactance) is in terms of a given degree of series compensation. Fig. 6 depicts the magnitude of the sensitivity for the top 5 transmission lines.
From the figure, it is clear that transmission line (18-19) exhibits relatively high peak, and TS peak of line (13) (14) increases gradually. This shows that these lines can be more sensitive to series reactance compensation. This observation is verified by determining the improvement in critical clearing time for a given degree of series capacitive compensation (30% and 60%) in these lines by repeated time-domain simulation. The results are tabulated in Table IV . This is further validated by observing the rotor angle swing of machine 3 with series reactance compensation in these lines (see Fig. 7) .
B. IEEE 17-Machine System
In this case, a three-phase fault is considered at bus 129 followed by tripping of line 120-129 to clear the fault. Loads are modeled as constant impedance type. Transmission line/transformer resistances are also considered. The critical clearing time is 0.321 s. When the system is critically unstable, the generators formed two groups as shown in Fig. 8 . Note that generators are referred in terms of bus numbers to which they are connected. Trajectory sensitivities are obtained at a clearing time of 0.19 s.
Selection of Generators for Generation Rescheduling: Similar to 10-machine case, the candidate generators for generation rescheduling are obtained by evaluating the difference and selecting the pairs for which the peak magnitude of differences are relatively high. Fig. 9 shows the magnitude of the difference in TS of rotor angles for pairs (121 to 3), (114 to 125), (131 to 125), (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , and (99 to 108) for illustration. Of these, (121-3) exhibits relatively high peak and, hence, can be a good candidate for generation rescheduling.
This observation is validated by shifting a load of 0.5 p.u. from machine to . Fig. 10 shows the effect of this generation shift from machine 121 to 3 on the stability of the system. Further, for each of these pairs, the improvement in critical clearing time is also noted (see Table V ). 
Selection of Location for Shunt Susceptance Compensation:
Here, the magnitude of the TS of with respect to are observed and are as shown in Fig. 11 for the top ranked buses.
It is evident from the figure that all buses exhibit almost equal magnitude of peak sensitivity. Therefore, they can be expected to be equally effective for shunt susceptance compensation. It is validated, similar to 10-machine case, by introducing a shunt capacitive susceptance of 2 p.u. at these buses immediately after fault clearing and determining the improvement in critical clearing time by repeated simulation. The results are tabulated in Table VI .
Selection of Location for Series Reactance Compensation:
For this purpose, the trajectory sensitivity of is obtained as in 10-machine case. Fig. 12 depicts the magnitude of the sensitivity for the top five transmission lines. Note that transformer branches are not considered for series reactance compensation.
The figure shows that line (1-3) is a candidate for series reactance compensation. Interestingly, on verification it is found that with a known degree of series capacitive compensation (30% and 60%) of this line exhibited negligible improvement in critical clearing time for the chosen amount of series compensation. Further, the series capacitive compensation changed the MOI: machines 114 and 121 separated together from the rest of the machines as against two major groups (see Fig. 8 ) in the uncompensated case. The improvements in for series capacitive compensation of the top 5 lines are tabulated in Table VII . Also note that the series capacitive compensation of lines , (109-119), (25-26) worsened stability in addition to changing the MOI (indicated by " "). This behavior has also been observed for constant impedance-type load models in [8] . As such, the method fails when a change of MOI is caused by compensation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, trajectory sensitivities of certain variables with respect to a single parameter (i.e., fault clearing time is used to infer the effectiveness of change of parameters on the transient stability for a given fault). This is based on the fact that by observing the trajectory deviation of certain variables it is possible to judge the controllability of the trajectory deviation from the nominal using changes in corresponding parameters. A major advantage of the method is that it overcomes the need for repeated simulation to evaluate sensitivities with respect to different parameters.
The application of the method for detailed model case showed that
• Relative peak magnitudes of rotor angle sensitivity differences help to rank generators for generation rescheduling. • From TS of , one can infer the effectiveness of series reactance (shunt susceptance) compensation at different locations in a power system. Thus, one can use this method as a screening tool to determine the candidate lines (buses) for effective series (shunt) compensation. For certain cases, it is found that MOI change occurred when series capacitive reactance compensation is introduced and constant impedance load models are used. In these cases, the method fails to provide correct ranking of lines for series compensation. Further work needs to be done to study this behavior. Presently, the inferences drawn from TS analysis are qualitative (i.e., for ranking and screening) in nature. Further work is required to quantify the stability margin and the corrective control, using this method.
APPENDIX CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY OF TRAJECTORY DEVIATIONS
The trajectory of power system with generators modeled by classical model and constant real power-type loads is described by (15) where is the power injected at the internal buses of generators, at th internal bus the value of which is (16) Consider a series compensation device connected in branch, as shown in Fig. 13 .
The real power and voltage in quadrature with the line current, injected by the series devices are given by (17) (18) Note that is positive for inductive compensation. Also, at any bus , (excluding the generator internal node) the real power balance equation is given by (19) Similarly, the reactive current balance equation at the th bus can be written as (20) NOTE: In the above equations, a series compensation device is considered to be a separate branch in the network.
Small deviation of the trajectory due to parameter or controllable input changes and/or initial conditions is described by 
where Now using a similarity transformation given by (26) we can transform the system (24) and (25) as follows: NOTE: The result is valid for a lossless power system with classical model for generators without damping, and with constant real power loads. This result is due to the special structure of the matrices in (27) and (28). This structure breaks down with nonzero damping or with detailed power system models.
